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A B S T R A C T

Procedures for generating an updated material library for the BCG code were estab-

lished. A new library was generated by processing ENDF/B-IV data with the 89-1 version of

the LINEAR, RECENT and SIGMA1 programs. The effect of library change in the neutron

spectrum and effective multiplication factor of a fast reactor cell was analyzed.

During the course of this study, an error was detected in the BCG code. Although

localized in a narrow energy range, the discrepancies in neutron spectrum catised by the

error were large enough to yield a difference of about 1% in the effective multiplication

factor of the test cell.

RESUMO

Os procedimentos n< it V rios para a geração de uma biblioteca de materiais atualizada

para o código BCG for an/i ;fc belecidos. Uma nova biblioteca foi gerada a partir da biblioteca

ENDF/B-IV com a versai %à-l dos programas LINEAR, RECENT e SIGMA1. 0 efeito da

mudança de biblioteca iv espectro de neutrons e fator de multiplicação efetivo de uma célula

de reator rápido foi ani ^ rido.

Durante a realização deste estudo, um erro foi detectado no código BCG. Apesar das

discrepâncias observada», uo espectro de neutrons como decorrência deste erro estarem con-

finadas em um intervalo >!- energia relativamente estreito, a diferença observada no fator de

multiplicação efetivo da <\'lula testada se aproximou de 1%.



1. INTRODUCTION

In 1968, the BCG code for calculating pointwise neutron spectra nnd critirality of fast
reactor cells / I / was made available. Tin? code requin-s n material library cn-nt«"d l>y program
SAR, which selects and reformats ENDF/B-IV data / 2 / pre-processed by programs LINEAR,
RECENT and SIGMA1 /3-5/. By then, the 82-1 version of these programs was used. After
the BCG code was completed, however, new improved versions of LINEAR, RECENT and
SIGMA1 were distributed. Thus, it was judged of interest to implement the newest version
of these programs in order to obtain an updated BCG material library and also to study the
effect of library change in the neutron spectrum and effective multiplication factor of a fast
reactor cell used as test case in Ret 1.

2. NEW LIBRARY GENERATION, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The ENDF/B-IV library was processed for the materials required in the test case / I /
with the 89-1 version of the LINEAR, RECENT and SIGMA1 programs / 6 / implemented
in our CDC CYBER 170/750 system / 7 / and program SAR. As described in a previous
report / 8 / , a little modification in subroutine READPR of program SAR was necessary to
accomplish this task.

Figures 1 and 2 show the ratio between neutron spectra calculated with the old and
new libraries for zone 1 (U-233) and zone 2 (sodium) of the test cell, respectively. A large
discrepancy in neutron spectrum, localized betwivn 20 cV and 50 eV, occurs in both zones.

After a detailed investigation, the cause of these discrepancies was identified. They were
due to an incorrect calculation in BCG of the minimum energy attained by an inelastically
scattered neutron with initial energy in a panel containing the backthreshold / I / . To correct
this error, lines 690 to 692 of subroutine DISCAT,

SHAD1=ES*((1.-GAMES)/AWRP1)*#2
SHAD2=EI*((1.-AWR*SQRT(1.+AQA/EI))/AWRP1)**2
EIMIN=AMIN1(SHAD1,SHAD2)

were replaced by

IF(EI.GT.EBACK)THEN
GAMEI=AWR*SQRT(1.+AQA/EI)
EIMIN=EI*((1.-GAMEI)/AWRP1)**2

ELSEIF(ES.LT.EBACK)THEN
EIMIN=ES*((1.-GAMES)/AWRP1)**2

ELSE
EIMIN=0.

ENDIF

in the BCG code.
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Figure 1: Ratio between the spectrum calculated with old and new libraries for zone 1 (U-233)
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Figure 2: Ratio between the spectrum calculated with old and new libraries for «me 2 (sodium)
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In addition, it may be interesting to mention that the neutron spectrum discrepancies
showed off because a different representation of the cross sections of threshold reactions is
adopted in version 89-1 of LINEAR in comparison to version 82-1 of the same program.
While version 82-1 of LINEAR always uses the first energy point given in ENDF/D to start
the linearized grid, version 89-1 omitts the first energy-cross section pair if both the first and
second energy points given in ENDF/B correspond to null cross sections. This is the case
of file MF=3, section MT=51 (first level inelastic scattering cross section) of MAT=1156
(sodium).

After the problem with the code was solved, the test cell was recalculated using both the
old and new libraries. Figures 3 and 4 show the ratio between the resulting neutron spectra.
The small differences that still persist in the neutron spectrum are due to the corrections
and improvements incorporated into the new version of the pre-processing programs /6 / .
The evolution of the effective multiplication factor of the cell with the iteration number is
presented in Table 1. The first V{

t'}j column in the table shows the results obtained with the
old library and the uncorrected code, while the second and third show the results obtained
with the old and new libraries respectively and the corrected code. It can be seen that,
although localized in a narrow energy range, the discrepancies in neutron spectrum caused
by the error in the code were large enough to yield a difference of about 1% in the effective
multiplication factor of the cell.

In conclusion, procedures for generating an updated material library for the BCG code
have been established.

Table 1: The effective multiplication factor of the cell as a function
of the iteration number (see text for explanation)

iteration (i)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

k ( 0

Keif1.0000000
1.2829777
1.1580046
1.0876353
1.0417378
1.0190388
1.0082214
1.0015702
0.9994057
0.9994717
0.9997113
0.9998584
0.9999572
0.9999924
1.0000061
1.0000109
1.0000142
1.0000150
1.0000153

1.0000000
1.2920711 .
1.1673020
1.0890497
1.0491530
1.0290742
1.0157889
1.0103647
1.0093882
1.0092438
1.0092509
1.0092733
1.0092928
1.0093037
1.0093082
1.0093113
1.0093121
1.0093124

k(0

1.0000000
1.2921417
1.1672660
1.0887923
1.0489241
1.0289292
1.0157403
1.0103913
1.0094548
1.0093278
1.0093418
1.0093682
1.0093886
1.0093998
1.0094044
1.0094075
1.0094084
1.0094086
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Figure 4: Ratio between the spectrum calculated with old and new libraries for zone 2 (sodium)
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